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New age vinyls bring style 
& comfort to the family home

classic oak  19426753



Modern Woods

weathered oak 19326508 cognac 16428583sorbonne 15128592

sorbonne 15128594

hatari 12126793

cognac 16428594

weathered oak 19326782 weathered oak 19328593

hatari 12126791

weathered oak 19326598

sintra 15226584

ComfyTeX
by Signature

®

ComfyTEX® by Signature is the ultimate textile backed vinyl flooring 
which delivers soft, cushioned comfort in a wide range of stylish interior 

designs. From classic to contemporary woods, graphics and natural  
looking stones, there’s an impressive design for every decor. 

ComfyTEX® also features Signature’s exclusive SuperGuard®  
PU surface protection against stains, scratches and scuffs,  

with a 15 year performance guarantee for your peace of mind.

Discover high performance modern vinyls for your home.
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rustic oak 1526746

classic oak 19426753weathered oak 19326734

burgos 7726744

spotted gum 12026745

burgos 7726734

rustic oak 1526745

cordoba 1126745

classic oak 19426732

jarrah 3626717

tavel 15028535

burgos 7226745

Classic Woods

ComfyTeX®

lays over irregular floor surfaces

ComfyTEX® can be installed on top of most surfaces  
as the textile backing adapts to achieve a smooth result.  
In most instances, ComfyTEX® can be loose laid  
without adhesive over any sized floor with irregularities  
of up to 2mm in depth and 3mm in width, requiring  
much less preparation saving you time,  
money and installation delays. 
The result is a much faster, cheaper and easier install.

cordoba 1126743



ComfyTeX
by Signature

®Soft & warm underfoot
for cozy bedrooms
sorbonne  15128592



sand 19926597

artesia 13726599 kratos 16628596

marsala 16528593

majorie 16728593 almeria 2226599

smooth concrete 19526597 marsala 16526594

sand 19926596 sand 19926592james 16328595

lucca 15328594

murcia 12326584

murcia 12326594

durango sandstone 0726991

Flexible & versatile,
for every room in the house

Modern Designs

ComfyTeX
by Signature

®

15 YEARS
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artesia 13726599



toledo 13526532toledo 13526591

palermo grey/beige 5626936 palermo 5626908

nero 6726993

sand 19926583murcia 12326533

toledo 13526582

Natural Stones

signaturevinyl
your style, your home

®

palermo 5626908



Installation: Unlimited Looselay 

Surface: SuperGuard® PU

Wear Layer: 0.25mm or 0.40mm

Backing: Textile

Thickness: 2.60mm or 2.80mm

Slip Rating: R10

Width: 4m

Residential Warranty: 15 Years

Super
Guard

Easy
Clean

Quiet 
Zone

Stain
Resistant

100% 
Recyclable

Cushion
Soft

Installs
Easily
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tel  03 9401 0888
fax 03 9401 0866
signaturefloors.com.au

signaturefloors

®

Terms & Conditions: Specifications are subject to manufacturing tolerances and may be changed without prior notice. Dye lots may vary in colour from sample and between production 
lots. All product purchases are subject to Signature Floorcoverings Standard Terms & Conditions of Sale. Please refer to our Installation Guideline, Maintenance Manual and Warranty 
Document for further clarification.  As per Competition & Consumer Act (CCA): “Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if 
the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.” Please refer to our warranties on: www.signaturefloors.com.au  10/2016 ©

Specifications

ComfyTeX®

lays over irregular floor surfaces

suitable for 
irregularities 
up to 2mm 
in depth & 
3mm in width


